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ABSTRACT

Area surveillance for guarding and intruder detection with a combined camera radar sensor is considered. This specific sen-
sor combination is attractive since complementary information is provided by the respective elements. Thus. a more com-
plete description of objects ofinterest can be obtained. Several stratãgies to fuse the data a¡e discussed. Results obtained with'live' experiments are presented. When compared to camera only, a significant reduction of the number of false tracks is
lchieved.
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I.INTRODUCTION

In this paper, area surveillance with a combined camera radar sensor ('cameradar') is considered. This topic is being investi-grted at TNO Physics and Electronics Laboratory (TNO-FEL) within a program referred to as FREINEZ: Fusion of Radar
ilnd Electro-optical Signals for Surveillance on Land. The application is automared guarding and intruder derection.
The particular sensor combination is attractive since the individual components provide information that is partly comple-
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Figure l: Examples of camera and radar data to illustrute observations ftom dissimilar se,zsors.
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Table 1: overview of extracted features and their Etality for the scenes depicted in fig,te l. , + = good, '-' = poor

Feature Camera Radar

Scene I Range

Azimuth
Elevation
Class

+
+
+

+

Scene 2 Range

Azimuth
Elevation
Range-rate

+
+

+

+

The table shows that additional information is needed to associate the contacts produced by the two sensors with each other.
For scene l' knowledge on the maximum bird size favours the option that the bird is at o iir,on.. of 63 m. (The bird coversI'in azimuth' For an Albatross with 2.5 m wingspan this relates to a distance of 143 nì.) For scene 2, association can beachieved by assuming that the targets are bound to the earth's surface. Range informarion can rhen be derived from the ele'a_tion that is provided by the camera, so that a link to the radar information is established. In case none of the rada¡ contacts
nlatches a specific camera contact in range, it must be concluded that either the camera contact represents a fhlse alarm or anairbome target, or that the radar has failed to observe the target, i.e., a so called .missed dctecrion..
These examples illustrate that fusion of data from dissimilar sensors relies on a mechanisnr ro associate the data. If such aInechanism can't be found, fusion is not possible. Furthermore, contact exftaction per sensor is required in order to obtain oneor multiple features that provide the key for fusion.

3. SENSOR FUSION ARCHITECTURES

3.1 Contactfusion, fuse-while-track
In case sensors do not operate synchronously, i.e.. they produce contacts at differenr poinrs in tinlc. the so-called fuse whiletrack architecture can be applied, see figure ã.
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Figurc 2: Fuse'while'rrack architecture' The width of the aruows corresportds ttirlt tltt' tl.t, rare, e.rpressed in bits/s.

rors and associates these rr.ith tracks; contact-to-track-associa_
Landle contacts with devinnt content.
rracking is generall¡' highr¡' effective to reduce the number of
;timated by the track fihcr (e.g. kinematic properties) can be
efer to place the classification process at the end of the signal

3.2 Track fusion
A further decentralisation ofprocessing is intrinsic to the track fusion architecture. 3. The fusion proc-ess fuses hacks that are produced by the individuar sensors: sensor-track-to-tra to the false alarmreduction achieved by the individual trackers, the data rate on the input side ofthe vely low compared
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to the architectures previously discussed. Several authors have argued the inferiority of track fusion compared to contacl

fusion, due to mutual correlation of tracks.
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Fi gure 3 : Track fusion architecture.

3.3 Hybridarchitectures

Two examples of hybrid architecrures are given in the figures 4 and 5. In the upper scheme, local tracking is applied in one of

the channels merely to establish a reduction in the number of contacts; only contacts that associate with local tracks are being

offered to the fuse-while-track algorithm. This recipe is attractive in case cefain sensors produces significantly more falæ

contacts than the other sensors. A mixture of fuse-while-track and track fusion is shown in figure 5.
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Figure 4: Hybñd sensot'fusion architecturc.
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Figure 5: Hybrid sensorfirsion architectutc.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

h this cornmunication results are presented obtained with a camerada¡ that comprises a visual light b&w CCD camera and a
coherent X-band FM-CW radar' closely co-located, see figure 6. The cameradar operated in a non-scanning mode.

Figurc 6: Cameradar used for the FRESNEL expeimenrs. Att x-band hon antenna is mounted abot e a visual tight CCD cameftt
protíding b&w images.

The radar was equipped with a single rectangular hom antenna. offering beam widths of 12. in azimuth and g.5o in elevation
at h camera's field-of-view was 5.5o x 4.2" (aamuth x elevation). It produced g-bit b&w images,size e of 25 Hz. All raw data was recorded on hard disks. processing was done off-line.The on a tower at an altitude of 25 m. Recordings were made of people and cyclists. typically some200 to 500 m from the foot of the tower. Both single and multi target data was gathered. An impression of raw camera dataand pre-processed radar data in case ofa single target scenario is given in figure 7.

Figute 7: Data provided by the camera.dar: Izft: visual tight b&w ímage. Right: rutge-Doppler diagrum: rcsponses from awalking persott
ate encircled.
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5. RESULTS

5.1 Introduction
In this section results obtained from a rather straightforward scenario in which an inbound walking person is observed during
approximately 30 s are presented. The objective of the analysis is as yet predominantly to assess the possible surplus vatue oi
sensor fusion. To quantify this, we mainly consider track statistics, particularly the number of false tracks, since we aim at
automated surveillance. For an overview of measures of performance to characterise sensor fusion effectiveness, we refer to
Theil and Kester [].

5.2 Camera contact extraction

The detector used for the extraction of contacts from the visual light images, detects movement by comparing the grayvalue

of each pixel with a threshold, ?i that is computed from the previous 25 frames, according to:

T = Ir+k6 0)
with ¡r and o the mean grayvalue and its standard deviation and k a given constant. Pixels in which a detection occurs a¡Ë

then clustered. Clusters with less than a given number of pixels are removed. Contacts are extracted from the remaining clus-

ters. With this method of moving background estimation, an object moving into the field of view of a pixel will cause its

average and standa¡d deviation to be changed, reducing the contrast and increasing the threshold. As a result, only the edge of
an object will be detected. This effect can be avoided by disregarding pixels labelled as detections in the background estima-

tion. Because of this, standa¡d deviation estimates are slightly lower, but it allows thc dctection of the whole object, even

when it stops moving. This processing appeared to be well capable in detecting moving objects every frame. provided they

are not occluded.
In fîgure 8 the camera contacts during the single target experiment are presented. Thc lclì diagram shows the contact Posi-

tions in the pixel co-ordinate system of the camera-plane. To ease a comparison with r¡¡dar data. the right diagram shows

ground range versus time.
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Figure 8: Canera co,úacts obtained fiom the single targeî expeñment. 208 fi'arnes during 25.5 s clclivcrcd a total of 563 contacts' I¿i
diagram: contact posirions depicted in the pixel co-otdinate system. Right diagtnnt: gtontd runge versus time.

Responses from the walking person can easily be ide e that in approximatel y 20?o of

the frames. two or three contacts are produced from buted to moving pafs of over'

growth, such as trees and shn¡bs. Rather than the full s employed. This resulted in an

average of 2.7 contacts per frame.

5.3 Radar contact extraction

The pre-processing entailed a 1024-poinr range-FFT (real-valued input data) and 128-point Doppler-FFT's for 512-range cells

(complex-valued inpur data). This resulted in range-Doppler cells of size 5 m x 0.08 nVs t¿eptti>lr-æ-*,"1. Subsequently'
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a detection algorithm based upon cell averaging - greatesr of (cAGo) CFAR is applied to the data in each Doppler-bin. Next,
clustering in range and in Doppler is carried out to identify neighbouring cells.
Infigare 9 the radar contacts during the single target experim".rt -" prÀented.
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Figurc 9: Radar contacts obtainedfrom the single Íatget e-1cpeñmen\. I50 measuremenrs duñng 2g.4 s deliyercd a total of 236 conracls. Left
diagram: grcund range t,ersus ritne. Right diagram: range-,ate versrs tinte.

Notice that the radar is capable in detecting the person at nea
ta¡get contacts per measurement does not occur. The estima

irregular. This is caused by
tacts are mainly caused by
growth.

5.4 No fusion

s only is shown. A Kalman track filter has been applied
model, see for instance Blackman and popoli [2]. Con_
The diagram at the left shows tracks projected on the

me is shown on the right.
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Figure l0: Tt acks in the single target scenarío, camera data onlv.
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Target tracks appears vertically, in the middle of the left diagram. False tracks, emerging from the crown of the t¡te in
foreground of the observed scene (see figure 7), appear at the lower left. The fact that the target gives rise to three tracks L 

''

more easily to be seen in the right diagram. Obviousl¡ a clean picture, showing only target t¡acks, 
"un F obtained by apply-

ing a threshold on the lifetime oftracks. A total of 27 tracks are generated, the false track rate is 0.94 s-'.

The result of range-only tracking applied to the radar data is shown in figure 11. This tracking algorithm does not take iiií
account the measured range-rate. A 2-olt-of-2 track initiation criterion has been applied. Not surprisingly, a single targu

track is generated. A total of 7 tracks are generated, the false track rate is 0.21 s-1.
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Figure 1I: Ttacks itt the single target scenatio, radar data only.

5.5 Contactfusionrfuse-while-track

Results obtained with fuse while track are depicted in figure 12. Tracks are initiated on basis of radar contacts. For details of

the actual fusion algorithm we refer to Kester and Theil t3l (this conference). The inegularities shown in the left diagram are

caused by the lack of azimuth information (provided by the camera) in the initial stage of a t¡ack's lifetime, zero cross r:rnge

is then assumed.

Cross ground range (m) =
Figure 12: Tracks ín the single target scenario obtained with fuse-while-tack-
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ó. coNclusroNs

¡¡ this paper, beneficial effects of fusion of contact data from a camera and a coherent radar has been demonst¡ated. Com-
pared to the camera-only system, the number of false t¡acks is significantly reduced, due to combining with radar. Further-

more, connecting extracted target features from both sensors holds out the prospect of enhanced classification capabilities. It
is expected that additional improvements in the fusion process can be achieved by exploiting the range-rate information pro-

vided bY the radar.

Obviously, the scenario that provided data for this communication can be characterised as rather straightforward. Conse-

quently, tracking results obtained with the individual sensors can be qualified as satisfactory as well. It is, however, expected

that the benefit of sensor fusion will live up more to its promise under unfavourable circumstances. For instance, adverse
ru'eather conditions and occlusion by growth will pa¡ticularly affect the performance of the camera.

À further analysis will be undertaken in the near future to obtain a full assessment of the capabilities of a combined camera

radar sensor for guarding purposes.
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